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My work has origin from a slow research that, interacting with my background, acquires its corporeality. 
The process, that is physical and temporal relation between elements and environments, is the focus of my recent works. 
Sometimes a project starts from the observation of mechanisms hidden inside the objects.

With this prerequisites I realize sculptures and site-specific, which are about happened actions, running processes, matter 
changes and objects reaching their own shape only after having been submitted to stress. These transformations are often 
caused from external conditions like time, atmospheric conditions, temperature or gravity. I intentionally avoid 
interfering with environmental, physical or chemical conditions so as to highlight a sort of autonomy of the artwork, an 
unpredictable dimension wherein my work can take unexpected shapes. On this basis, I consider the sculpture like a 
perfomative practice.

Use of natural and organic materials and in general the reference to the nature and landscape, are permanent features in my 
projects. I’m interested on those situations in which the nature relates -or goes back to relate- to anthropic landscape 
(in particular abandoned architectures and sites of raw material extraction and processing). With my work I try to analyse 
this balances -fragile and intense at the same time- because I believe it’s necessary to deeply reflect on the way that 
humans consume all the natural patrimony.

Also I like to use remainders. For me fragments and scraps are symbols of memories, past and history.
Scraps plus actions wake up the memory. They lead to intimate spaces and help me to understand the mechanisms of reality.



SELECTED WORK 

2016 I 2003



ossimori

2016
dimensions variable

red marble / acer palmatum 
red travertine / arbutus unedo 

portugal pink marble / 
phytolacca americana 

juparana classic granite / 
trametes versicolor 

travertino romano / 
hydrangea aspera 

yellow travertine / 
trametes versicolor 

calacatta marble / 
hydrangea cinerea 

marmo carrara / 
lavandula angustifolia 

black marquina marble/
phytolacca americana 

marmo nero / grimmia pulvinata 

serpentino green marble/
nelumbo nucifera 
verde marinace/

asplenium trichomanes 

portugal pink marble/cornus kousa 
pink onyx / ganoderma applanatum 



ossimori is a project in progress, 
an endless archive that relates 
heterogeneous and natural 
elements. 
On the one hand there is the 
eternal part, on the other the 
ephemeral part, the plants. 
The elements are exhibited by the 
end of their lifecycle; 
stones come from stones production 
scraps, plants have undergone a 
dehydration process up to become 
permanent.
Observation and research work aims 
to fuse the two elements getting 
new visual balances which get over 
the opposite characteristics of 
vegetable and mineral kingdoms.







vivrà finché ne avrai cura

2016
serizzo stone, moss, bronze

12x22x13 cm
20x22x13 cm

the series born from 
experimentation of encounters 
between different materials. 

Inside the wood of Torno, on Lake 
Como, I’ve selected some stones 

partly covered by moss. 
The second element is the bronze, 
product of an artificial process. 
By identifying the humidity like 

the common denominator between the 
natural and artificial element the 
whole idea behind this project is 

to create a single alive 
sculpture. 

In fact the natural bronze 
oxidation process is being 

emphasized by the presence of moss 
humidity. 

In this context the owner of the 
artwork plays an essential role 

for the work destiny. In fact the 
sculpture can keep its 

metamorphosis only with the 
maintenance of humidity 

conditions. 
Otherwise the process of change 

will stop.





erbario di un falso alchimista

2016
plaster, natural materials, ink

7x9x7 cm each 

herbariums of false alchemists are 
17th century manuscripts similar 

to the essays of famous alchemists 
of the same period. 

Over the centuries the role of 
charlatan was spreads. 

The charlatan practiced a 
false alchemy and tried to pass 
the results of their experiments 
off as important elixirs or magic 

potions. 
In line with this thinking it can 

be said that contemporary 
artists are considered like 

charlatans from ordinary people. 
Being ironic about this topic I’ve 

realized my personal herbarium.





IMAGO, Girona

2016
IMAGO, Girona was realized thanks to the 
residences exchange Project Bòlit, Centre d’Art 
Contemporani Girona - Rad’Art project / Arteco 
Italy.

Imago is a Latin word which means portrait, 
image, apparition, or hallucination. For the 
residency I’ve tried to connect myself with the 
city of Girona and its community through the 
themes of memory and authenticity. 
IMAGO, Girona project is based on the idea of
“city portrait” starting from the opinions that 
the residents have of it. I’ve asked some 
inhabitants to tell me about the city. From 
sharing these personal memories I’ve discovered 
that the economy of the city, primarily based 
on tourism, is encouraging the development of a 
forged story than the real history. This is how 
legends and fictional characters are being born. 
Monsters and false proofs are created just to 
increase the entertainment of the tourists. 
Furthermore, in the field of architectural 
restoration, it has allowed inconsiderate 
interventions towards the authenticity and 
antiquity of the historical buildings. Over the 
years restoration of antique buildings were 
condoned according to principles of stylistic 
idealization rather than supporting the 
aesthetic and functional observance of the 
ancient building features. Reflecting on this 
strange inclination on artificiality I was 
looking for authentic proofs of the past into 
urban areas and around natural environment 
closed to the city. I wanted to find out 
authentic proofs of the real past, which slowly 
are concretely disappearing from the reality 
and also from the younger memory. The project 
is been developed with sculptures, drawings, 
photos and a video documentary that illustrates 
the process of creation.







Girona, work in Progress. The Stone of Girona, the Cathedral, Apostles square and the Bishop’s fountain.



Migratio
Mdina-Valletta

2016
silicone rubber
150 x 300 cm

When I was in Malta for a residency I 
discovered the tensions between Mdina and 
Valletta, the ancient and the contemporary 
capital of the isle. This tensions which 
continues till the present days, dates back to 
1530 when the Order of Saint John arrived in 
Malta to set them up definitively.
The nobility of Mdina, which mainly lived in 
the silent city and possessed royal fiefs, were 
very hostile to the Order. 
In fact the aristocracy prevent the knights 
passing the city door. This is one of the 
reasons why Valletta was built from the Order. 
The official history tells that the aristocracy 
accepted the Order. 
Of this interpretation there is a painting 
realized in 1750 by Antoine De Favray. 
This painting was commissioned precisely to 
distort the fact and change the historical 
memory on that event. Thinking on this 
fabrication of history and on the continued 
tensions between Mdina and Valletta I’ve 
decided to create a symbolic connection 
between the two cities moving a symbol of Mdina 
into Valletta. 
Section of the external wall of the St Peter in 
Chains church was traced and moved to Valletta 
as call for reconciliation between the two 
capitals.







Mdina, work in progress. The church of St. Peter in Chains and selected esxternal wall.



modellare l’informe

2016
dust, postal waste, hair

7x7x7 cm each

the word “shapeless” describes 
everything that is formless and 

without a specific shape. 
It’s usually related to wastes. 
I wanted to confer dignity upon 

the dust, my hair cut off and 
postal waste, realizing defined 
cubes of 7 centimetres on each 

side. 
In the difficulty of achieving my 

goal, trying to model these 
different materials, I’ve created 

three infinitely perfectible 
solids. 





mattone su mattone

2014 
sanpietrino, natural materials, 

silver leaf
7x8,5x7 cm

“brick by brick” is a common 
saying meaning a slow way to built 

something.
The majority of materials used to 
build Como city are stones and the 

oldest public pavement was made 
by “sanpietrini”, cobblestones of 

porphyry and marble.
My idea was to create a relation 

between one natural stone found in 
the woods above Torno and one 
artificially cut stone of the 

public pavement. 
In Italian literary “brick by 

brick” means also “brick on 
brick”. 

By a simple action to put a 
natural brick on an artificial 

brick my intent was 
definitely to play with the 

different meanings of this common 
saying and also to highlight the 
subordination of the artifice to 

the nature.





Sic transit gloria mundi!

2014
bronze, travertine

20x30x15 cm

“worldly things are fleeting”

I walk, observe, listen.
Inside the wood noise becomes 

light and gentle sound.
Scent gets in nature and eyes are 

protected from sunlight 
sheltering branches.





riflessione#1_relazioni

2011
ice, wood shelves
dimensions variable

temporary installation: 2 hours.

 

the project deals with human 
relations. 
I always thought that an  
overwhelming distance between 
people exists, a sort of 
unbridgeable empty. 
I’ve tried to visualize this 
invisible gap using an ephemeral 
material destined to vanish. 
I asked to some artists to 
interact with a clay cube using 
parts of their body. 
Working in pair, the intent was to 
delete the distance represented by 
the clay cube creating a strong 
pressure on it. The ice cubes 
forming the installation were the 
result of those actions. 





action and process.



a terra

12th.2004
Lido di Classe beach, Ravenna
impressed sheet, 200 mt of 
coastline

In lido di Classe there is a rare, 
free beach among the Riviera 
Romagnola. 
I selected a part of this wild 
beach, with pinewood and dunes of 
very fine sand, to realize a work 
born from an investigation on the 
relationship between contemporary 
sculpture and the theme of earth, 
that was the subject of my thesis. 
I laid the sheets of my 
investigation sideways on the wet 
sand of the beach, highlighting 
the boundary between water and 
sand. 
Seawater with its movement and 
salt would have blended and 
reconfigured this limit in a 
predictable way, but not certain.



action and process.



archeologico
tra creazione e ritrovamento

2003
wood, concrete
dimensions variable

 

When the aesthetic models are 
worn-out, the reality is not 
anymore inside the images, but it 
is in the work of the materials 
or in the elaboration of something 
found.



project, action, realization.



imprevisto #1

2003
window, bronze
40x60 cm

Can a beehive break a windowpane? 
I’ve thought it was possible.
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